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ABSTRACT. Under the assumption of Riemann's Hypothesis, a general asymp-

totic formula for sums ^ < a{n) is established which applies (e.g.) to arith-

metic functions a(n) defined by a kind of convolution of the Möbius function

with some divisor function.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper [5], H. L. Montgomery and R. C. Vaughan

have investigated the distribution of fc-free integers under the assumption of the

Riemann Hypothesis (henceforth quoted as RH). By a simple but ingenious new

idea they succeeded in improving the classical error term 0(x2^2k+1^+e) (due to

A. Axer [1]) in the formula for the number of fc-free integers < x to 0(x1^k+1^+£).

The objective of this note is to exploit this idea in a more general context,

showing that it admits applications to a large class of arithmetic functions a{n)

which are defined by a kind of convolution of the Moebius function p with another

arithmetic function r (which in applications usually is some divisor function; in

the above-mentioned case of fc-free integers, r is identically 1). A list of special

examples will be given in §3; they improve upon the error terms in some classical

asymptotic formulas, assuming the validity of RH throughout.

THEOREM.   Let r(fc) be an arithmetic function satisfying r(/c) > 0

j

(1) Diu) := ^r(fc) = ^aiuc>(logu)^+ 0(uA)        (u -» oo)

k<u J=l

with ctj e R, Cj e R+, bj e No, A € R+. Furthermore, let Zis) be a meromorphic

function with finitely many poles in the halfplane Res > h, satisfying (/or any

£>0)

(2) Z(e-Yit) = 0(\t\£)

for [t\ >to, a > h-Y £ (to, h e R+). Moreover, suppose that

oo

(3) Z(s) = J2r(k)k~s
fc=i

for Re s sufficiently large, and

(4) min(cj) > h > X.
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Finally, let the arithmetic function a(n) be defined by

(5) a(n) =    ^2    p(m)r(k)
m"kb=n

where a,b e N, aX < b < 2ah and pirn) is the Moebius function.  Then, assuming

the validity of RH, we have ifor any £ > 0),

(6) Six) := J2 «(«) = H(X) + 0(x(2/í-A)/(2a(rí-A)+6)+£)i

n<x

where

<j>h/b XiV      ;        '

2. Proof of the theorem. We begin by formulating the pivotal auxiliary result

which had been given (without a detailed proof) by Montgomery and Vaughan in

[5, p. 250].

LEMMA. For a large parameter y, define fx(s) = ^Zm<y p(m)m~s and f2(s) =

ç(s)_1 — f\(s). Then we have for a > | + £ (s = a + it as usual), under the

assumption of RH,

(7) h(s) = 0(y1'2-^s(\t\e + l))

for any £ > 0.

PROOF. This follows by the argument on p. 315 of [16], in view of the estimate

(ç(s + uj))'1 = 0(|lms|£ + |Imw|e + 1)

which holds for Re(s + w) > \ + e (assuming RH), for any £ > 0 (cf. [16, p. 283]).

To prove the theorem, we first infer by a well-known inversion formula for Dirich-

let series (see [16, p. 53]) that, for c sufficiently large,

cc + iT

D(u) = (2-kí)-1 / Z(s)uss~l ds + O^T-1).
J c — iT

Shifting the line of integration to Res = ft + e and appealing to (2), we obtain

(after choosing T — T(u) sufficiently large)

D(u) = R(u) + 0(uh+e),        R(u) = J2 Res(Z(s)uss-1)

a>h

(with a new £ > 0 arbitrarily small). In view of (4), thus (1) may be rewritten as

(8) D(u) = R(u)+0(ux).

We now split up (with a parameter y < x1'" remaining at our disposition)

(9) S(x)=    J2    p(m)r(k)+    £    p(m)r(k) =: Sx(x) + S2(x).
makb<x rnakb<x

m<y m>y
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The first sum we evaluate by (8), obtaining

(10) Si(x) = ]T p(m)D(x1/bm~a/b)

m<y

= Y, ß(m)R(xl/bm~a/b) + O ( xx'b J2 m-aX/b

m<y \ m<y J

=   Yl   Res(Z(bs)fx(as)xss-1)+0(xx/by1-aX/b)

a>h/b

(since aX/b < 1). To S2(x) we apply again the lemma of [16, p. 53], and get, with

c sufficiently large,

i-c+iT

(11) S2(x) = (2m)-1 / f2(as)Z(bs)xss-1ds + 0(xcT-1).
Jc-iT

We now shift the line of integration to Re s — 7 + e, where 7 = h/b for short; to

this end we first infer from (2) and (7) that (with s = a + it),

f2(as)Z(bs) = 0(y^2-^(\t\£-Yl)),

choose T = T(x) sufficiently large and obtain (with a new £ > 0),

(12) S2(x) = J2 Res(Z(bs)f2(as)xss-1) + 0(x^+Eyl'2-a'1).

Choosing finally y = xi/{.a-+b/2(h-\)) an¿ combining the results (10) and (12), we

complete the proof of our theorem.

3. Some applications.

3.1. Let a(n) denote the number of integer pairs (p, q) for which the least common

multiple equals n. According to [12, p. 493, Lemma 3.1], (5) is satisfied with a = 2,

b = 1, r(k) = d¿(k) (the number of integer triples (u, v, w) with uvw = k), hence

Z(s) = Ç3(s) and (2) is true with h = 5, under RH. An asymptotic formula of

type (1) was established by G. A. Kolesnik for any A > 43/96 [3]. Hence (assuming

RH) our theorem yields

(13) J2 <n) = HW + 0(x^x)/{3-4X]+e') = H(x) + 0(z53/116+£),

n<x

H(x) = Axx(\ogx)2 + Bxxlogx + Cxx.

This  was  established  in   [12],   also  under  RH,   with  the  weaker  error  term

0(x(2~x^(5~4X^+e) (there also the constants are given explicitly).

3.2. r-FREE DIVISORS (r = 2,3). An integer is called r-free, if it is not divisible

by the rth power of any integer > 1. Let ar(n) denote the number of r-free divisors

of the positive integer n (r = 2 or 3). Then condition (5) is met with a = r,

b = 1, r(k) = d(k) (the number of divisors). An estimate of type (1) was obtained

recently by H. Iwaniec and C. J. Mozzochi for any A > 7/22 [2]. With Z(s) = ç2(s),
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h = 1/2, our theorem yields (under RH)

(14) J2 °2(n) = H*(x) + O^-W-4^1) = H2(x) + 0(x15/38+£),

J2 a3(n) = Hs(x) + 0(x(1-A)/i4-6A)+e') = H3(x) + 0{x15'46+e),

n<x

Hrix) = Arxlogx + BrX.

(For previous weaker versions of these results and the values of the constants, see

[7, 8, 14, 15].) Note that for r > 4, the condition aX/b < 1 cannot be satisfied by

a type (1) estimate for the divisor problem, hence we obtain no new result in this

case.

3.3. SQUAREFULL NUMBERS. An integer n is called squarefull, if for any prime

p which divides n, necessarily p2 divides n. Let a{n) = 1 if n is squarefull and

<z(n) = 0 otherwise. Since n is squarefull if and only if it can be written (uniquely)

in the form n = v2w3 with v an integer and w squarefree, condition (5) is satisfied

with a = 6, b = 1, r(/c) the number of integer pairs (p, q) with p3q2 = k (cf. [13]). A

type (1) formula was established by P. G. Schmidt [9] with A = 27/205. Applying

our theorem with Z(s) = c(2s)c(3s), h = 1/4, we obtain (subject to RH)

(15) Yl a(n) = *(*) + 0(x(1-2A)/(8-24A)+£) = H{x) + 0(x151/"2+£),

n<x

H(x) = f(§)(?(3))-Va + c(§)(c(2))-V/3.

(The previously best known error term, also subject to RH, was 0(x13/81+£); see

D. Suryanarayana and R. Sita Rama Chandra Rao [13].)

3.4. THE DIVISOR PROBLEM FOR (i,r)-INTEGERS. For fixed integers 1 < r < I,

a natural number d is called an (/, r)-integer if it can be written in the form d = vlw

where v is an integer and w is r-free (see [11] and the literature cited there). Let

ain) denote the number of (Z, r)-integers d which divide n. Then, by Lemma 2.8, of

[10], condition (5) is satisfied with a = r, b = 1, r(fc) the number of integer triples

(u, v, w) with ulvw = 1. Therefore Z(s) = c(Zs)ç2(s), hence h — 1/2; in view of the

condition aX < b, we only consider the case r — 2 or 3. For I > 4, a type (1) result

is provided by E. Krätzel's Satz 2 in [4] (combined with the recent estimate on the

Dirichlet's divisor problem [2]), for any A > 7/22. Our theorem thus implies the

asymptotic formulas (subject to RH)

(16) ¿2 »(») = ^,i(x) + 0(x15/38+£),        (r = 2, I > 4)

and

(17) J2 a(n) = H**<?) + 0(z15/46+£)        (r = 3, I > 4),
n<x

Hr,t(x) — Arij:rlog.E + Br,tx.

(For earlier weaker results of this kind, see [10, 11], where also the constants

Ar,i and Br¿ are given explicitly.) The case r = 2, I = 3 is somewhat exceptional:

From Krätzel's formulae (3) and (13) in [4] and the result from [2] we readily derive
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a type (1) estimate for any A > A0 := k + (1-3/c)(13-18/c)/(53-54/c), k:-7/22,

our theorem implies that (subject to RH)

(18) J2 fl(n) = #2,3(x) + 0(X(1-^)/(3-4Ao)+£)

n<x

= tf2,3(x) + 0(x265/666+£).

4. Concluding remark. The argument exhibited in this paper is capable of

certain generalizations, in the sense that the classical Riemann zetafunction may

be replaced by some other type of zetafunction (generalizing the Moebius function

and thus the auxiliary functions fx{s), f2is) accordingly). A special result in this

direction is due to B. Z. Moroz [6].
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